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The basic goal of the project is to provide a new concert hall to the neighbour-

hood of Djurgarden.

I have been always inspired by the acoustic quality of the* Alighapoo palace’s*  

music room, wondering how the curvy niches  that are cut down on the walls 

cause acoustic quality. This motivation inspired me to choose a building in rela-

tion to acoustic. Moreover the flexibility that I found in fabric Propelled me to 

try fabric qualities for finding my technique and result it in form finding.  More 

specifically, this thesis will have it’s main focus on technique and design; investi-

gating how principles found in pleated fabric that makes untidy fold respond to 

architecture and translating pleating method to architecture.
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****Alighapoo Palace is a prominent building in the Nagsh-i Jahan Square built during the Safavid era in 

Isfahan,Iran. It is famous for the music chamber for its complex stucco motives and the outstanding acoustics.  

there are deep curvy niches cut on the walls in form of shelves which account for the pleasing sound effects in 

the room. This room is also tastefully decorated, but the acoustic quality of the room is its main attraction.

1. SUMMARY



One of the most important issues to be considered for designing a consert hall is acous-

tic quality that I will mention the basic methods here.

Britannica defines architectural acoustics ‘‘ as Relationship between sound produced in 

a space and its listeners, of particular concern in the design of concert halls and audito-

riums. Good acoustic design takes into account such issues as reverberation time; sound 

absorption of the finish materials; echoes... Architectural modifications (e.g., orchestral 

shells, and undulating or angled ceilings and walls) may act as focusing elements to im-

prove sound quality. ’’For preparing  good listening conditions in auditorium several 

design concepts should be provide that the followings are some of the foremost meth

ods : 

First option is providing the nonstop and straight sound for all people in the room. 

This can be provided  by an elevated stage at the front of the room and a sloping floor 

surface for elevate the ears of people above the heads of those seated in front of them. 

The width and depth of the room should also be limited so that the natural direct sound 

can project from the instruments at the front of the room to the listeners. Second 

option is to limit the level of background noise that make people hear the music 

above the ambient level sound.Third option is reverberant. If there is too much echo in 

a room, the persistence of an initial syllable will mask the one that follows it. Design a room, the persistence of an initial syllable will mask the one that follows it. Design 

should bound the echo in the room while providing enough reverberant energy that 

sounds are heard as full and live so sounds can be heard clearly.
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Halzberg concert hall located in the Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts, Kansas City
Section shows elevated stage at the front of the room and a sloping floor surface

2. ACOUSTIC ARCHITECTURE



A good auditorium will accomplish effective projection of the sound to the rear 

of the auditorium so that those distant listeners will not experience the extreme 

loss of sound level caused by the inverse square law. That projection is normally

 achieved by having a sufficiently long reverberation time. Another significant 

contributer will be a high, reflective ceiling to reflect sound to the back of the 

auditorium

Acoustically, Dublin Concert Hall was planned to be amongst the top Concert Halls in the world. Working with the leaders in acoustics 
Dublin National Concert Hal proposed by  3XN

(Larry Kierkegaard from Chicago), stage design (Charcoal Blue from London) 
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2. ACOUSTIC ARCHITECTURE



The program consists of a main auditorium  that seats 1500 people and the main 

stage surrounded by side stages. 

My aim is to create intimate interaction among audience,Performances and art-

ists while providing the platform for best presentation of production. not only 

provide a space for professional performances, but also a vital centre in the of the 

Stockholm city .

The auditorium will provide  1,100 seats front of stage. The seating capacity can 

expand to 1,500 when the choir balcony seats are used. 

Although primarily Concert Halls is a cultural building, which serves as perfor-

mance venue for classical instrumental music, my aim is to design versatility that 

adapts to a range of events including popular music, jazz, graduation ceremonies 

and award presentations.
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3. PROGRAM



Space identification......…………….......………Quantity……..………m2                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Stage...................................................................................................1475

Main stage………………………..……………….1………………………500

(Left) Side stage…………………….………….…1………………………300

(Right) Side stage………………….……………..1………………………140

Rear stage………………….………………….…..1…………………..…..300

Forestage………..…………………………………1……………….…….…50       Forestage………..…………………………………1……………….…….…50       

Orchestra Pit……………………………...……….1………………………120

Backstage space………………………………………...………………1330

Quick changing room………………………...…2………….……………20

Star dressing room……………........…….….….10………………………180

Medium dressing room………………..........….4…………………….…140

Large dressing room…………..………………...3……………………….180

Musicians lounge……………………...…………2……………………….120 Musicians lounge……………………...…………2……………………….120 

Front desk…………………….……………………2………………….……200

Restroom/ Shower................................................................................120

Technical service…………......................………….…………………….120

Technicians’ room………………………………..…………………………30

Company office…………………………………….…………………….…20

First aid station………………….......………………….………………….…20

Stair access…………………...………………………………….………….180Stair access…………………...………………………………….………….180

 Control room and storage………………....…………………….……1765

Lighting / sound and control room………………………..….…………75

Multimedia control room………………………………..……….………240

Under rear stage…………………………………………………….…….300

Under main stage…………………………………………………………300

Under orchestra and storage area…………….....……………....…..400

Machine room for stage lift……………………………………………..250Machine room for stage lift……………………………………………..250

Costume/ instrument stage………………………………………….….200

Consert  hall....…………………………….................……………………………..….…6980                                                     
Space identification......…………….......………Quantity……………m2

Hall……………………………………....…………………………………1200                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Entrance / Foyer………………….........…..……1…………………...…….x

Public circulation area …………………...……1…………………...…….x

Front desk…..……………….…………….………2…………………...…….x

Catering counters/ café ……....………….…..2…………………...…….xCatering counters/ café ……....………….…..2…………………...…….x

Security control booth ……….........…..…....…1…………………..….….x

Cloakroom……..……………………….….….….1…………………..….….x

Staff lounge ………....………………….….…….1…………………..….….x

Public restroom ……………………….............………………...…...….…..x

Auditorium…………………………...........……………......….…….….1275

Auditorium…………………………..…..……1500………........……....1125

VIP restroom…....……………………………...…1……..……........……150    VIP restroom…....……………………………...…1……..……........……150    
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Selected site is located on the island of Djurgården, Galärvarv area in the south 

of Djurgården in Stockholm. Until 1969  it was a part of Stockholm's naval yards. 

In the 1720s, the site was originally, for the archipelago fleet's galleys. Today  the 

arae is occupied by Galärparken.

Today Galärparken, Vasa Museum garden, a number of the original buildings 

and the newly-built Vasa Museum can be seen in Galärvarv area. 

Two of the originally 30 galleys sheds from the 1700s are still there.

There is a six meter deep training pool used to train submarine crews to escape There is a six meter deep training pool used to train submarine crews to escape 

from a sunken submarine, and a historical exhibition of diving in Sweden. Dyk-

tankhuset kept open for cooperation between the National Maritime Museums 

and the Swedish Divehistory’s association.
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4. Site



I have choose this site because it has the quality to be a cultural spot due to the 

number of meusem around it and  it is a quiet sutable area to build a concert hall.

The site is adjacent to the Junibacken; children’s museum, which is   

Stockholm’s 5th most-visited tourist attraction  founded by Staffan Götestam 

Another important factor to be consider is the site located by hte water and it’s  

proximity to the to central Stockholm is also considerable.

4. Site



Paranoma from the site to the Skepsholmen.

4. Site

1- City hall   
2- Royal opera
3- Royal palace

4-Nordiska museum 
6- Moderna museum
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The main part of thesis is based on technique, finding a way to translate pleating 

methods from fabric to architecture.

To find my method I got benefit from pliability and flexibility of textile, not necTo find my method I got benefit from pliability and flexibility of textile, not nec-

essarily as the material but as a method for form finding. Constructing textile 

models for testing design decisions and understanding the form had greatly im-

pacted my method.The method is more concerned with spatial potential of tex-

tile and develop it by applying textile practices in detail. My focus is more on  

*pleating and smocking* technique. I tried to use these technique to find my 

own method  physically and  making it digitally.During the thesis I will be 

trying to find out more about design methods found in the area of my technique 

and translate it to architecture to finish the design of the concert hall based on 

it. 

I beilive redefining fabric’s flexibilty in architecutre can help me to design a  

flexible space that walls can turn into the ceilings, floors and transient openings 

for circulation or lighting.

*The term Smocking  in tailoring is an embroidery technique used to gather 

fabric so that it can stretch and requires lightweight fabric with a stable weave 

that gathers well.

*A pleat (older plait) is a type of fold formed by doubling fabric back upon itself 
Digital pleat modeling
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5. Technique



A pleat  is a type of fold formed by doubling fabric back upon itself and securing 

it in place, a fold in fabric made by doubling material over on itself.

.  

The Netherlands, Zaha Hadid
New Dance and Music Centre in The Hague

Pleating ,physical model

Pleating ,digital model Glasgow Riverside Museum of Transport
Scotland, Zaha Hadid

Architectural implementation

5-1 Pleating
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Smocking technique is needlework decoration of small, regularly spaced gathers 

stitched into a honeycomb pattern.

.  

Kazakhstan. BIG Architects

, Green Building 

Multifunctional cultural center  and library, Named Nursultan Nazarbayev

Architectural implementation

5-2 Smocking Pattern

Making smocking technique digitally and physically



I have used Fstetech in maya for creating several kinds of pleating.

fStretch is a new maya deformer that let one create astonishing stretch very fStretch is a new maya deformer that let one create astonishing stretch very 

easily. All the resulted deformations are then sculptable and fast.  The algorythm  

is fast and can be used on heavy meshes without major slowdown. The plugin 

will run realtime on a reasonable mesh. With FStretch, wrinkles can be created 

much faster and have better deformations.The other tool that igot advantage for 

making pleats is sculp geometry tool. Combinition of these two can make vari-

ety of pleats and creases.

.  
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Different models of digital pleating

5-3 Creating pleat and smocking digitally 
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Taichung Convention Center, China MAD Ltd-Architects

Serlachius Museum Gösta, Mänttä Finland MX_SI Architects

Serlachius Museum Gösta, Mänttä Finland MX_SI Architects

Casa Batilo ,Barcelona Spain, Gaudi Citco,  Milan, Italy , Zaha Hadid Architects 

6- Precedent studies 



September

October

November

December

January

Techniques Studies Techniques Studies Ph,Modelings

Concept / DG Form finding

Form deals, Drawings

7. Scheduling
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interior DG modeling1/200
Plans

Detailed interior Dg model Final rendering Final rendering

interior/Secons

Final Ph. model 

Drawings-Inial plans
Interior/Drawings1/200

Final producon lay out Final producons Final producons

Concept / DG Form finding Program analyse / Diagrams Model Ph. 1/200

Site Analyse Site model 1/400
Techniques Studies,Dg Modelings Techniques and form studies

W.1 W.2 W.3 W.4

W.5 W.6 W.7 W.8

W.9 W.10 W.11 W.12

W.13 W.14 W.15 W.16

W.17 W.18 W.19 W.20



 Models

- Sketching models of technique  and form finding

- Sitemodel 1:1000

- Massing model 1:1000

- Sitemodel 1:500

- Massing model 1:500

- Massing model 1:200- Massing model 1:200

Drawings

-Design process diagrams

- Plans 1:200/1:100

- Sections 1:200/1:100 With rendered perspectives

- Elevations 1:200/1:100

- Siteplan 1:500

-Acoustic details-Acoustic details

Renderings

-interior spaces and exterior renderings

-Interior section renderings to show acoustic qualities
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8.Final Material



 

-Acoustics and sound insulation : principles, planning, 

 Mommertz, Eckard

 

-Archtiectural Acoustics,  

William Cavanaugh

-The fabric of fabrication -The fabric of fabrication 

Gevork hartoonian

- Textile Architecture,

  Sylvie Krüger
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